STUDY AT STATE EXPENSE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR JANUARY 2013: CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROGRAMME (CAP), SAMHS

Study opportunity for the 3-year under-graduate Bachelor of Clinical Medical Practice (BCMP) degree exists at the University of Pretoria and University of Witwatersrand in collaboration with the SAMHS. The CAP is a new mustering with the aim of developing a new cadre of mid-level health care workers, known as Clinical Associates (CA’s) that will assist doctors and healthcare teams at district and primary healthcare level. Qualified CA’s are registered with the Health Professionals Council of SA.

The following matriculation examination results are minimum entry requirements:

- English (50-59%) compulsory
- Mathematics (50-59%) compulsory
- (NB: Maths literacy does not qualify)
- Physical Science (50-59%) and/or
- Biology/Life Sciences (50-59%)
- Any other applicable home language subject (50-59%)
- Any other subject (50-59%) e.g. economics, accounting
- (NB: Life Orientation is not used to calculate the M-Score
Applicants must have South African Citizenship, no criminal record, be computer literate, and be able to work independently with good interpersonal skills. They must be physically fit and healthy according to the health standards of the SANDF, willing to deploy both internally and externally to borders of RSA. Applicants must at least complete Basic Training and Officer’s Formative Training prior to applying to study the B CMP degree.

Members must apply and pay the registration fee to the respective universities on their own. Kindly ensure that applications to the universities are made before the closing dates. Members are requested to simultaneously apply for further and higher studies at state expense. Applications to study the B CMP degree at state expense must be handed in, faxed or posted to: Sgt A.C. Boshoff, D MH HR (SSO Career Development), SAMHS HQ, Private Bag X102, Centurion, 0046 or phone tel: 012 671 5066 or fax: 012 671 5069/5173.

Applications must include application for further and higher studies at state expense, certified copies of RSA ID book, matriculation certificates/other higher education certificates, DD50, curriculum vitae, original finger prints from SAPS, DD28 (and security clearance), confidential report, confirmation of outstanding debt to DOD, release letter from another service where applicable, quotation of costs from the university and any other documentation that can assist the selection process.

TAKE NOTE: THE CLOSING DATE HAS BEEN POSTPONED FROM THE 08TH OF JUNE 2012 TO 23 AUGUST 2012